null
Sketch, witness, and describe monuments found, and location relative to traverse point and centerline of road.

K-3 N

F d 1/2" BAR BY WITNESSES IN
LIBER 4 Pg.242 CHECKED & USED
THIS WITNESSES. ALL NAGS RS* 11370

F d. T.P. 11,012 1/2" BAR W/MCRP TEMP CAP.
BY WITNESSES IN TRAVERSE POINT
WITNESS REPORT. CHECKED & USED,
THOSE WITNESSES, THEN TIED K-3 TO TRAVERSE.
Sketch and describe roads, monuments found or set, and witness established.
MONUMENTED CORNER REPORT

TECH. SUP'R.  L. BRYAN  TOWNSHIP  INGHAM
COMPANY  POLARIS  CORNER CODE  K-4
FIELD SQUAD  C. EVERITT  RECORDED CORNER  YES
DATE  11-14-78  ROAD NAME  CURTIS

Sketch, witness, and describe monuments found, and location relative to traverse point and centerline of road.

FD 1/2" IRON  K-4  BY WITNESSES  RECORDED
IN LIBER 4  Pg. 242
FD T.P. 11,008  BY WITNESSES  RECORDED ON
TRAVERSE POINT WITNESS REPORT.
CHECKED/USED  BOTH SETS  OF RECORDED
WITNESSES  THEN TIED  K-4  INTO TRAVERSE.

K-4
L. TREE/FENCELINE  NORTH
L. TREELINE  SOUTH
L. CURTIS ROAD  EAST/WEST
L. 60' INS POST
L. STEEL WIRE

---

K-4
TP 11,008
9.5'  CURTIS ROAD  EAST/WEST
3923'  EAST TO TREELINE SOUTH
292.3'  EAST TO TREE/FENCELINE
TO THE NORTH

---

K-4
TP 11,008

K-4
TRAVERE POINT WITNESS REPORT

Traverse Point No. 11,008

Tech. Sup'r. L. Bryan
Company Polaris
Field Squad Gonzales & Martin

Township Ingham
Recorded Corner Code
Date 4-13-28

Sketch and describe roads, monuments found or set, and witness established:

1) Set N 39.03' E side P.P.
   N 10°W

2) Set N 60.04' E side 26' Maple
   N 40°W

3) Set N 58.52' E side P.P.
   S 30°W

White House Purple Trim

White House

#2
#1
#2
#1

Curtis

Set 3/2" bar w/c 39.86'
9.25' S. of E

#3

White House
Sketch, witness, and describe monuments found, and location relative to traverse point and centerline of road.

Fd ½" BAR IN Mon. Box BY WITNESSES IN LbE 2 Pk. 328.29 Att. 1 Pk 20 ft. 2.
CHECKED & USED THESE WITNESSES.
Fd. T.P. 11061 BY WITNESSES ON TRAVERSE POINT WITNESSES SHEET. CHECKED & USED THESE WITNESSES. THEN TIED STEADMAN'S IRON TO TRAVERSE

½" BAR
J. NORTH & COLUMBIA ROAD
EAST & WEST. NO OTHER FIELD EVIDENCE.

COLUMBIA

2830' 11.55' 1
26.2

TP
10.60' SOUTH & COLUMBIA ROAD
EAST & WEST
TRAVEL PINE WITNESS REPORT

Traverse Point No. 14061

Tech. Sup'r. L. Bryan
Company Polaris
Field Squad General No. 4
Martín
Township Ingham
Recorded Corner Code
Date 4-17-78

Sketch and describe roads, monuments found or set, and witness established:

1) Set N 1/2 T W side Wood Fence Post
   Due S 17.44'

2) Set N 1/2 T W side 16" oak
   N 10° E 37.35'

3) Fd 1/2" bar in mon. box in L 11370
   N 55° E 28.35'

4) Set 5 1/2" bar 4 ft
   10.62' S of L

5) Set 250' ±

6) Set 44' ±

7) Set 34' ±

8) Set 34' ±

Columbia

Mon. Box

#3

Bridge

OK MLM's COY. Land

[Diagram with various points and measurements marked]
Sketch, witness, and describe monuments found, and location relative to traverse point and centerline of road.

FD. 1/2" IRON W/CAP RLS 11370 & WITNESSED AS FOLLOWS:
1. TP 10,043 NORTH, 68.57'
2. TP 10,152 SOUTH, 3.91'
3. ICIP NAT. SOUTH SIDE OF 24" OAK, SLOE, 57.30'

4L DRAIN
FD. 1/2" IRON W/CAP RLS 11370
2' EAST OF 4L MEECH

4L COLUMBIA

1/3/19
Rec. By Steadman
MLM 1/4/19

35.7'

M3
TP 10152 (3' EAST OF 4L MEECH)
on 4L COLUMBIA WEST

M3

Rec. By Steadman
MLM 1/4/19
Sketch and describe roads, monuments found or set, and witness established:

1. Set 1/8" Rod and Cap on line with TP10045.4 to 10050, on both Q's of Meech Rd + Columbia Rd west.

2. TN 10.43, Columbia Rd east.

3. LColumbiard West

4. TP 10.152
TRAVERE POINT WITNESS REPORT

Traverse Point No. 11,069

Tech. Sup'r. L. Bryan
Company Polaris
Field Squad Georgeux & Martin

Township Ingham
Recorded Lib. 3 Corner Code 6-5 pg 433
Date 4-19-78

Sketch and describe roads, monuments found or set, and witness established:

1) Fd. P.K. mile E side P.P. 505°E 34.52'

2) Fd N + T W side 36" Maple Due N 59.33'

3) Fd P.K. N mile S side 12" W cherry N 45°E 83.71'

Fd R.R. spike in E Iosco Rd.
On S. Fence Line

Iosco

Note: 300' East of Dorn creek bridge

Open Field

Woods

#2

#3
Sketch and describe roads, monuments found or set, and witness established:

1. Measured 580.00 on 05/05/26
2. Measured 580.00 from 05/05/26
3. Measured 580.00 from 05/05/26
4. Measured 580.00 from 05/05/26
5. Measured 580.00 from 05/05/26

(Tech. Sup'r) (Company) (Field Squad)

Traverse Point No. 10,153
Township: WEXX
Recorded Corner Code: M-5
Date: 5/8/26
Traverse Point No: 10,049

Township: WHITEOAK

Recorded Corner Code: 10,049

Date: 5-4-79

Tech. Sup'r: Cullinan
Company: Cullinan
Field Squad: MULTIMENS

Sketch and describe roads, monuments found or set, and witness established:

1. O.C. 10.84 #2665 18702 SLL of RD
2. W.P. 7287 TOP R/E 56° COHECT
3. W.S. 5692 RD NORTH 11070
4. W.N. 9818 RD N-7411 1070 SLL of RD

Set W.N. N 20' from A
With T.P. in No. 5 condo
W.N., EAST & DIAGONAL
W.N. 20' from A
W.N. & DIAGONAL

O.C. 10.84 & W.P. 7287

W.S. 5692 & W.N. 9818

R.A. 850.83 IN O.C.
Sketch, witness, and describe monuments found, and location relative to traverse point and centerline of road.

Replaced wooden stake with 36" concrete monument and recorded no cap. Witnesses to mon. are as follows:

1. SET RLS TAG #19998 ON W/S 8" ASPEN NE 52.18
2. " " " " " " W/S 8" ELM SE 31.83
3. " " " " " " NE/S 5" SASSAFRAS SSW 68.63
4. TOP CENTER 2" IRON MATE POST W/S 34.55
5. TP #10,041 DIRECY NORTH 65.45
6. T.P. #10,041 = 1. FROM S
7. CP FOR CM 8/19/79
8. SQUIG HOLLOW
9. MONUMENT
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